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Executive Summary: Better Planning, Better Communities

The transportation sector in California accounts for almost forty percent of the greenhouse gas emissions that cause climate change, making it the single largest source. These emissions primarily result from the amount of miles that Californians drive their cars and light trucks. The vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are in turn directly related to the state’s auto-centric land use policies that discourage development that promotes walking, biking, and transit. The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) projects VMT increases of 61 percent from 2007 to 2030 if the state continues business-as-usual development.

Improving fuel economy and the carbon content of fuel alone will not solve the problem. Caltrans concludes that even with new greenhouse gas regulations and improvement to the carbon content of fuel, projected VMT increases will outweigh these policies’ combined impact on greenhouse gas emissions. The Urban Land Institute also predicts that technological progress in vehicle efficiency and fuel content are likely to be offset by continued growth in VMT from inefficient land use policies nationwide.

The state therefore needs land use policies that encourage sustainable development. Sustainable development refers to resource-efficient land use where residents live within walking distance of key services and mass transit and where neighborhoods contain a compact mix of uses, such as housing, office, and retail. Residents in sustainable developments do not have to drive a car to get to jobs and run errands, and the compact footprint of these neighborhoods lessens development pressure on open space and farmland.

Americans are demanding more sustainable development. A United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) survey of residential building permit data in the fifty largest metropolitan areas between 1990 and 2008 showed a substantial increase in the share of new construction built in central cities and older suburbs, with a particularly dramatic rise over the past five years – including during the recent real estate downturn. In California, the share of residential construction in historic central cities and core suburban communities has also increased in the state’s major metropolitan regions between 1995 and 2008. And a March 2010 national poll by Transportation for America found that three out of five voters, including rural voters, place a lower priority on new and expanded roads than on improved public transportation and policies that make walking and biking easier.

Sustainable development, however, faces significant regulatory, political, and financial hurdles. Some areas, especially where residents, planners, and elected officials lack a clear vision of what a sustainable community may look like, may experience paralyzing local opposition, expressed as fear of increased traffic and decreasing property values. Community opposition can then translate into lack of political support at the local level. In addition, many local governments lack the resources, financing, and expertise to facilitate sustainable development in older urban areas that sometimes require significant infrastructure upgrades. In some instances, outdated local land use plans and ordinances work to prevent precisely the type of neighborhoods that many Californians are now demanding.

At a workshop at the UCLA School of Law, leading real estate developers, local government officials, and other experts in land use policies gathered to discuss ways to facilitate sustainable development at the local level. Because local governments have traditionally exercised authority over land use, planning for sustainable development must begin there.
Participants identified three key barriers to local government action on sustainable development:

1) A lack of political will by local government leaders;

2) Scarce fiscal resources for planning sustainable development, in part due to the real estate downturn, which has reduced revenue from developer fees that fund planning; and

3) Planning staff that lack access to needed technical assistance.

Overcoming the Barriers
In order to overcome these key barriers, participants identified the following solutions for local governments:

1) Develop a comprehensive public outreach campaign to achieve greater citizen involvement in the planning process, where local government officials:

   • partner with private sector stakeholders and Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) to devise targeted advertising campaigns that explain how local planning will affect residents and that advertise the many benefits of sustainable development;
   • collaborate with MPOs and universities to use modeling techniques that help citizens visualize where planners should concentrate development and transit alternatives and that present an attractive picture of how sustainable development can look; and
   • coordinate local planning with the MPO implementation of SB 375, which is a land use law linking regional transportation funding and land use policies, to ensure that MPOs incorporate the local planning consensus in regional plans.
2) Harness available planning dollars from regional entities and state and federal sources in order to develop alternative means of financing planning efforts, such as through tax increment financing in redevelopment areas and levying fees on auto-oriented development.

- Federal and state officials should reprioritize funding opportunities to finance local planning for sustainable development.
- Federal and state officials should streamline the funding application process for available planning grants and provide cash-strapped planning departments with technical assistance to facilitate their applications.
- Local governments should seek funds to plan sustainable development, including for outreach and community education.

3) Utilize expertise and best practices from other planning jurisdictions that have overcome the key barriers to sustainable development.

- Local governments should utilize form-based codes, which offer more flexible planning guidelines, to streamline and speed the planning process.
- Universities and nonprofits should develop and enhance clearinghouse websites that centralize best practice information.
- Local officials should utilize programmatic environmental review to streamline review of specific projects.
- State officials should develop statewide modeling templates to assist local government planning efforts.
What is Sustainable Development?
In the context of this paper, sustainable development refers to resource-efficient land use development where residents live within walking distance of key services and mass transit and where compact neighborhoods contain a mix of uses, such as housing, offices, and retail. Residents in sustainable developments do not always have to drive a car to get to jobs and run errands. The reduction in driving, or vehicle miles traveled (VMT), will also significantly reduce the state’s carbon footprint. Sustainable development can also include other sustainable features, such as enhanced energy efficiency, water conservation technologies, and distributed renewable energy and energy storage—but these aspects are discussed in separate papers in this series.

Sustainable Development Benefits Local Governments by Meeting Market Demand and Enhancing Quality-of-Life
As discussed in a previous white paper on this topic, recent market research indicates that Americans are demanding more sustainable development. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducted a survey of residential building permit data in the fifty largest metropolitan areas between 1990 and 2008. The results showed a substantial increase in the share of new construction built in central cities and older suburbs, with a particularly dramatic rise over the past five years—including during the recent real estate downturn. And for the first time in the nation’s history, the 2003 sales price per square foot for attached housing (such as condominiums and townhouses) was higher than the square foot price of the detached housing that is prevalent in auto-oriented suburban sprawl.

California residents lead these national trends. The share of residential construction in historic central cities and core suburban communities has increased in the state’s major cities between 1995 and 2008. During that time, the core urban areas within the San Francisco metropolitan region experienced a rise from 14 percent to 49 percent of the overall share of residential construction, while the core areas of the Los Angeles metropolitan region saw an increase from 35 to 59 percent of the overall share.

The heightened demand has translated into emerging political support for sustainable development. A March 2010 national poll by Transportation for America found that three out of five voters, including rural voters, place a lower priority on new and expanded roads than on improved public transportation and policies that make walking and biking easier. The Journal of the American Planning Association reported in 2008 that approximately fifty percent of American households want sustainable development features in their neighborhoods, an increase from the roughly one-third of households that desired these features a decade earlier. As Professors Arthur Nelson of the University of Utah and Reid Ewing of the University of Maryland argue, “Given that new construction and replaced units combined only
add about 1.5 percent annually to the nation’s housing stock, it would take to 2050 or beyond to meet this pent-up demand” for sustainable development.6

Sustainable development also benefits local governments by

- reducing traffic congestion,
- encouraging better health by creating more opportunities for walking and biking,
- protecting and preserving open space and agricultural land from development pressure,
- fostering more social interaction and vibrant neighborhoods, and
- providing a diverse array of housing opportunities for empty nesters, young adults, seniors, and childless couples – a segment of the population that has grown from 52 percent in 1960 to 67 percent by 2000.7

Local governments will also need sustainable development to address dwindling resources, such as open space and water, and to accommodate the expected general population growth within existing communities (California is projected to add between 5.6 and 10 million residents over the next ten years8). Cities and counties that offer this type of housing, including those in rural areas, may have a competitive advantage over jurisdictions that do not.

**Sustainable Development is Critical to Meeting the State’s Climate Change Goals**

California has committed itself to reducing the greenhouse gas emissions that cause climate change, most notably through the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32). AB 32 mandates that the state roll back its GHG emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2020, equivalent to a 30 percent cutback from the business-as-usual scenario projected for 2020.9 In addition, California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger’s Executive Order S-3-05 calls for an eighty percent reduction from 1990 levels by the year 2050.10 In the AB 32 Scoping Plan, the California Air Resources Board (“CARB”), the agency responsible for implementing AB 32, described local governments as “essential partners” and estimated that better land use decisions could result in greenhouse gas reductions of 5 million metric tons by 2020 (with greater reductions to be realized thereafter). CARB also called for local governments to reduce community-wide greenhouse gas emissions by 15 percent from 2005 levels by 2020.11

In California, the transportation sector accounts for almost forty percent of greenhouse gas emissions (see Figure 1), making it the single largest source,12 compared to 33 percent nationwide.13 Transportation emissions primarily result from VMT by cars and light trucks. VMT, in turn, are directly related to auto-centric land use policies that discourage sustainable development.14 According to the Urban Land Institute, these policies will result in a 48 percent increase in driving between 2005 and 2030, compared to a projected 23 percent increase in population.15 The numbers are even starker in California, where the Department of Transportation estimates VMT increases of 61 percent from 2007 to 2030 under the business-as-usual scenario.16

Improving the fuel economy and carbon content of fuel alone, although important steps that the state has initiated over the past few years, will not make sustainable development less necessary. In California, the Department of Transportation concludes that even with CARB’s greenhouse gas regulations and improvement to the carbon content of fuel, projected VMT increases will outweigh these policies’ combined impact on greenhouse gas emissions.17 The Urban Land Institute also

**Figure 1. California’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions (2002-2004 Average)**

Source: California Air Resources Board
predicts that technological progress in vehicle efficiency and fuel content are likely to be offset by continued growth in VMT from inefficient land use policies nationwide.\textsuperscript{18}

**Local Government Action is Necessary to Facilitate Sustainable Development**

Local governments have traditionally exercised control over local land use decision-making through their police powers. As a result, planning at the local level has been the critical means for determining land use policy in California, and sustainable development cannot occur without it. At a micro level, planning documents determine the appropriate use of a parcel of land, from single family residential to industrial to open space, as well as myriad details including the distance from the front of the house to the sidewalk, the height of the buildings, and the number of parking spaces that the building must provide. At a macro level, planning documents determine the mix of land uses in a block, neighborhood, town, and county, depending on the jurisdiction of the planning body. These details can include the width of streets and sidewalks, the type of stores allowed on a street, a height limit on buildings, and off-street parking requirements.

State law requires California cities and counties to develop “general plans” that function as comprehensive long-term planning documents that set forth the blueprint for future development in the jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{19} General plans must contain seven state-mandated elements, including housing, land use, and open space, and can be as detailed as a parcel-specific plan or a more general description of the planning priorities for a given area. Local governments can use additional planning tools to govern smaller parcels within the jurisdiction, such as general plan amendments and specific plans, which are more detailed documents focusing on a particular neighborhood or block as a means of implementing the general plan.

**Local Governments Can Benefit from State Laws that Encourage Sustainable Development**

SB 375, the state’s new transportation and land use law, presents an opportunity to reorient and streamline local government planning for sustainable development. The law, designed to encourage a regional approach to transportation and land use planning, requires CARB, by September 30, 2010, to set regional greenhouse gas emission targets for emissions from cars and light trucks for 2020 and 2035.\textsuperscript{20} Regional Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), comprised of local government representatives and transportation authorities, must then devise plans to meet these targets through a synchronized housing and transportation planning process. CARB relies on SB 375 to meet its greenhouse gas reduction goal of 5 million metric tons by 2020 through better land use planning.\textsuperscript{21}

The regional planning process required by SB 375, called a Sustainable Communities Strategy, mandates that MPOs present a realistic development pattern for each region, including synchronized projections of housing growth and transportation needs, to meet the greenhouse gas emission targets set by CARB. Although SB 375 imposes no penalties on jurisdictions that fail to meet their targets with a Sustainable Communities Strategy, it does link future access to state and federal transportation funds with more sustainable development. The Sustainable Communities Strategy planning process therefore represents an opportunity for regions to develop a broad vision for the future development of their communities.

The MPO implementation of SB 375 will produce data that will help local governments conduct the mandatory environmental review of their general
plans. The Sustainable Communities Strategy will provide information on VMT and transportation patterns that local government planners can then use to more easily and accurately analyze greenhouse gas and traffic impacts of their general plans. Local government planners must assess these impacts, among others, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), which requires environmental impact analyses of all projects that local governments permit or undertake that may have a significant impact on the environment (including individual development projects and general plan updates), an evaluation of alternatives that may have lesser impacts, and mitigation of significant impacts where feasible. CEQA review now includes a requirement that local governments address a project’s climate change-related impacts, which in part includes an analysis of the impact of forecasted VMT and traffic patterns. The Sustainable Communities Strategy can therefore ease the CEQA process for general plans by providing information about where future growth should occur, what the greenhouse gas impacts will be, and what alternatives growth scenarios exist to mitigate those impacts.

SB 375 also includes full CEQA exemptions for specific developments that are consistent with the Sustainable Communities Strategy and are located near major transit. In addition, developments may be eligible for streamlined review under CEQA if they are consistent with the Alternative Planning Strategy, a document produced by an MPO if it cannot reach its CARB target through the Sustainable Communities Strategy. The streamlined review will not need to analyze growth-inducing impacts or any project-specific or cumulative impacts on climate change.

In addition to SB 375, CEQA contains provisions that will help local governments implement sustainable general plans with streamlined project-level CEQA review that “tiers” off the general plans. For example, if a developer wants to build a project consistent with a general plan that has undergone appropriate environmental analysis, including analysis of greenhouse gas impacts, the developer can avoid duplicative review of these climate impacts for that specific project. The local government may conclude that the project will not have a significant climate impact and not require additional review. This streamlining reduces costs and creates more certainty for developers and helps local governments make their general plan a reality on the ground.

New CEQA guidelines promulgated by the state’s Natural Resources Agency reinforce this potential for streamlined project review. The guidelines stipulate that project-specific planning documents that implement a CEQA-approved programmatic document can “tier” off of the previous review of greenhouse gas emissions or incorporate it by reference. Therefore, a specific project that is contemplated in larger programmatic documents like a Sustainable Communities Strategy or general plan may qualify for tiering.

Participants at the workshop identified the three critical barriers to local government planning for sustainable development and offered specific solutions to overcome them. The following presents possible actions that stakeholders and policy-makers at all levels of government can take to address the issue.
Barrier #1: Lack of Political Will

Many local government officials traditionally have not planned for sustainable development. Some leaders may have an ideological opposition, believing that residents prefer the auto-oriented development and lifestyle. And some officials may let vocal groups of residents, who are opposed to new development out of concern that it will decrease their home values or lead to more traffic, dictate planning laws that prevent any changes to their communities. Other officials may prefer to let developers drive the planning process through ad hoc proposals. Finally, local officials may also prefer land use plans that maximize revenue from sales tax collections, which usually result in a profusion of commercial uses, such as big-box stores, instead of mixed use, residential developments that contribute less tax revenue and may require more costly infrastructure services.

SOLUTION: Motivate Citizens to Become Involved in the Planning Process

Some local government leaders will require encouragement from their citizens and from state officials and advocates to begin the process of developing detailed plans for sustainable development. Representatives from these institutions will need to engage the public through a messaging campaign about the benefits of being involved early in the process. They should present attractive visions for how a sustainable community may look. State officials can help by providing incentives for local government action. Without a formal effort to get citizens excited about the possibilities for sustainable development in their communities, the negative voices may dominate political discussions on the subject.

The Messaging Campaign

Regional entity leaders, local government officials, and sustainable development advocates and builders should develop a marketing plan to encourage public participation. Citizens must be engaged early in the planning process to become excited about the possibilities for shaping their communities and to provide crucial input and public support for the resulting plans. Local government leaders can work with MPOs to coordinate their outreach with MPO-sponsored regional visioning workshops to develop the Sustainable Community Strategy. These leaders should identify motivated stakeholders, such as local businesses, environmental groups, sustainable real estate developers, and other smart growth advocates, and develop a marketing plan that will attract public participation.

Marketing materials to attract citizens to the planning process may include visual renderings of what future neighborhoods could look like to garner interest. Organizers can also develop advertisements that clearly explain why citizens have a stake in a good planning process, from impacts on traffic and open space, higher home values, and more housing opportunities for seniors, unmarried couples, and singles. In addition, these stakeholders should develop a plan to ensure public turnout, which could include outreach to civic groups,

“Elected officials talk about the benefits of smart growth, and then focus on attracting high sales tax generators. The need for revenue often outweighs the benefits associated with mixed use and walkable communities.”

-- Barbara Steck
Fresno County Council of Governments

“We have the dilemma of local elections being funded by land speculators. That’s the primary economic decision point for many local elected officials.”

-- David Mogavero
Mogavero-Notestines
churches, and schools, and an internet campaign using email and social media sites to attract participants.

Participants at the workshop identified marketing themes to convince citizens to participate in a campaign. They suggested a slogan of “the New American Dream” that would describe sustainable development as still preserving the values associated with suburban homes of the old American Dream. Promotional materials should highlight the economic benefits associated with sustainable development. These benefits include public money saved by not having to build expensive infrastructure to service far-flung suburbs, new sewers and utility lines, enhanced and expanded public space for existing neighborhoods, improved streets and sidewalks, and gas and energy bill savings for residents of sustainable communities. They should also emphasize the sense of prestige, upward mobility, and other attractive features associated with living in a sustainable community. Finally, organizers should assure the public that the planning process is locally-directed and not dictated from the MPOs or Sacramento.

Local and state government leaders and sustainable development builders and advocates should publicize success stories As part of an effort to increase public support and to educate citizens about the benefits of sustainable development, policy-makers should promote successful projects through marketing materials, organized tours, and media outreach. The California Strategic Growth Council, which awards planning grants to local governments for sustainable communities, should dedicate some of its funds to advertise sustainable development success stories. The Local Government Commission, a nonprofit that provides educational resources for local governments to implement sustainable development, could hold its annual smart growth conference in California to showcase great local planning work. Similarly, advocates and state government officials could hold awards events to highlight leaders in the field. These awards could help advertise successful projects among local government leaders and provide models and best practices for others to follow. They could also help mobilize public support by showing citizens the real-world benefits of sustainable development projects.

Local government planners and advocates should develop alternative means of educating the public about sustainable development Advocates for sustainable development should interest the public in sustainable neighborhoods through creative and alternative means, such as interactive websites that provide information and on-line computer simulations or games where participants try to reduce traffic and preserve open space while accommodating increased population growth in a simulated version of their community. These advocates should enlist marketing professionals who could showcase these neighborhoods through virtual and physical tours. Although web-based resources can be expensive, public sector leaders may be able to partner with private businesses to sponsor them or utilize university students to design the programs.

**Conducting Workshops**

Local government leaders and stakeholders should join with regional entities involved in the SB 375 process to conduct planning workshops Once stakeholders have engaged the public, local leaders will need to convene workshops that allow citizens to envision different growth scenarios and provide input on their preferred choices. Because this visioning process is likely to occur simultaneously at a regional level as MPOs develop Sustainable Communities Strategies, local governments should coordinate with the regional efforts. For example, local planners may be able to share marketing, financial, and other

“We have to engage the neighborhood – go to churches, social groups, and engage them where they are. We have to explain to them why planning matters and ask people what they care about in their neighborhoods.”

-- Stephanie Reyes
Greenbelt Alliance

“There used to be set of agreed upon values, a shared vision that suburban living was good. But it hasn’t panned out as we expected. So what is our vision for how we live going forward? We need a desirable dream.”

-- Mark Friedman
Fulcrum Properties
resources for their workshops with MPOs and should ensure that the results of local visioning workshops shape the regional efforts underway. The result will be a politically stronger and more realistic Sustainable Communities Strategy that reflects local consensus on future growth.

Local governments have two models for these workshops, although both occurred at the regional scale. Envision Utah took place between 1997 and 1999 and involved a public and private partnership of business and civic leaders and government officials. Businesses along the Wasatch Range in Utah were interested in sustainable development and livable communities. Envision Utah leaders conducted research on what the public valued about living in the area, held over 200 workshops in which the public could test and select their preferred growth scenarios, and received input from more than 20,000 residents.

The Sacramento Region Blueprint Project presents another example, which began in 2002 through the efforts of the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG). SACOG leaders wanted to provide local governments with guiding principles for the region’s long-term growth and transportation needs. They performed extensive community outreach through traditional means and by targeting civic and educational institutions and relying on word-of-mouth. SACOG staffers presented citizens with an example of what the region would like in 2050 with business-as-usual development and then contrasted it with different potential models of growth that relied on more sustainable development. The process resulted in detailed land-use and travel data that emphasized more sustainable development over auto-oriented growth.

This “Blueprint” then became part of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) that SACOG and other MPOs develop under federal regulations to prioritize transportation projects for state and federal funding. The authors of SB 375 used the Blueprint Project as a basis for the legislation.

Local government leaders in California should convene workshops in a similar manner to SACOG and Envision Utah. The process should involve in-person workshops where community members can test different growth scenarios to arrive at their preferred scenario. Local leaders can partner with universities to provide and catalog some of the data, which can then inform the local general plan and also the regional Sustainable Communities Strategy. In addition, when the regional government uses the data to perform its VMT modeling, the local government can then cite it to analyze the environmental impacts of its general plan.

Harnessing Political Support
Local government leaders and sustainable development advocates and builders should ensure that participation in local and regional visioning translates to political support for implementing projects. SACOG planners generally found that the public mobilization for the visioning effort translated into political support for projects. Similarly, local government leaders must ensure that participating citizens can be easily mobilized in support of sustainable projects in the event that opposition emerges. Without this majority ready to advocate for projects, opposition voices may have a greater chance of convincing officials to reject these projects.

“We have to acknowledge that sometimes NIMBYs [Not In My Backyard] are right. Infill is not always done well.”

-- Geof Syphers
Codding Enterprises

“It has to be a readable plan with public participation. My fear as a planner is that a lot of our products are off-putting to the general public. We owe it to the public to produce something they can read and comprehend.”

-- Barbara Steck
Fresno County Council of Governments
Barrier #2: Limited Financing

Detailed local government planning can require numerous staff and hundreds of thousands of dollars to prepare the environmental impact report, land use regulations, and planning documents. Many local governments currently lack the funding to undertake these efforts. And because developers will pay for the environmental review of a project-level plan, local governments have an incentive to avoid programmatic planning and instead let the process happen on an ad hoc, project-by-project basis where they incur significantly less costs. Finally, because planning staffs are funded by development fees, the current real estate downturn has left many planning departments under-staffed or, in some cases, without any staff at all.

SOLUTION: Utilize Regional, State, and Federal Funding and Develop Alternative Models for Raising Revenue for Planning

Local governments will need funding at a time of strapped budgets, and they may also need technical assistance or streamlined application processes in situations where planning departments lack the resources even to apply for available dollars. Despite the economic downturn, some financing is available through various federal, state, and regional agencies. In addition, local governments can raise revenue to finance planning through various mechanisms, discussed below.

In the long term, local governments should have the resources to avoid having to depend on individual developers to finance local planning. The current economic downturn therefore provides local communities with an opportunity to get ahead of future development by engaging their residents in planning how and where they want their communities to grow with the next wave of development.

Federal Funds
Local governments should apply for existing federal grant opportunities and urge greater federal support for sustainable development

Federal funding for local government planning may be available through various grants from the Department of Housing and Urban Development and stimulus dollars. In addition, the federal transportation reauthorization bill, scheduled for congressional action in 2011, promises opportunities for additional funding for sustainable development and the attendant infrastructure costs. For example, the bill could steer a greater percentage of money to transit projects in areas ripe for sustainable development and condition spending on these projects on supportive local land use policies.

State Funds
State officials should target existing funds for sustainable development and streamline and improve the application process

Although California faces a revenue shortage, officials should direct existing expenditures on state government buildings to sustainable development areas. AB 857, signed into law in 2002, originally attempted to accomplish this goal by requiring state planning efforts to support sustainable development. However, the bill has never been implemented.

“There just isn’t enough funding. What more can you say? We don’t have any new development now, and it’s new development that funds planning.”

-- Judy Corbett
Local Government Commission

Plan for the Future: How Local Governments Can Help Implement California’s New Land Use & Climate Change Legislation
State agency leaders could ensure that available money for new state buildings, such as courthouses and state offices, flow to sustainable development neighborhoods.

The state could also develop a competition for local government that would provide them with matching funds for developing general plans with superior sustainability elements. The competitive nature of the award may spur innovation and attention to these issues among local officials.

Local governments should apply for existing state grant opportunities The Strategic Growth Council offers planning grants for jurisdictions implementing sustainable neighborhood plans. Proposition 84, which provides $90 million in state bond money for planning that preserves open space, offers funding for sustainable development plans that save undeveloped areas from development. However, grant guidelines expressly state that recipients cannot use the funding for any CEQA-related costs, which limits their functionality for local governments that want to undertake CEQA review in order to benefit from project-specific streamlining. State officials could consider amending the guidelines.

Finally, the state Department of Transportation (Caltrans) also offers some funding for planning efforts, and the California Energy Commission has some funds available for energy-efficient planning.

Regional Entities

Some MPOs offer local government planning grants. For example, in the San Francisco Bay Area, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) and the Association of Bay Area Governments both offer grants and technical assistance for planning. The Bay Area Air Quality Management District also offers funding for projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles. Local governments should research other funding opportunities from their MPOs.

Local Government Revenue Sources

Local governments can also raise funds for the planning and infrastructure work through various mechanisms. First, they can employ tax increment financing, which allows local government to borrow against future property tax increases that will likely result from improvements to the neighborhood that increase property values. With state authorization, this money can then be used for redevelopment around transit stations and other areas ripe for redevelopment as sustainable communities. Local governments can also raise revenue through differential impact fees, which charge developers of auto-oriented, single-use projects in greenfields higher fees than sustainable development builders. Finally, local governments can consider levying fees on a range of services associated with auto-oriented development, such as road maintenance and new utility services. A model for this kind of revenue-raising comes from Alameda County, which imposed fees on garbage collection that finances a program for improved energy efficiency in the county.

Revolving Loan Funds

The state and federal governments could offer local governments revolving loans to help them finance new land use plans and redevelopment. The local governments would repay the loans as increased revenue from the improved land use becomes available through property and sales taxes. Once state and federal sources receive the repayments, they can lend the money to other local jurisdictions that would like to plan for sustainable development.

“Mixed use is a tough, riskier investment from our perspective. It involves more complicated construction, and most projects never come in on budget and on time. It’s tough, and it’s often not the developers fault.”

-- Tom Farrell
Bank of America
Barrier #3: Lack of Technical Assistance

Under the current system, programmatic planning for sustainable development often requires a local government to hire or contract with experts to draft updated general plans, new building codes, and programs that local planning agencies may have never attempted before. Because sustainable development departs from the traditional single-use, auto-oriented suburban models, it often requires changes to existing land use laws. And because it often involves a mix of uses and more complex building patterns, devising new codes can be complicated and unfamiliar to planners. Many planning departments simply do not have the resources and available staff to research and draft these documents. The problem is more acute in the process of building compact communities in existing developed areas because neighborhood opposition can result in more intense political demands on the environmental review and planning process.

SOLUTION: Utilize the Expertise and Best Practices from Other Jurisdictions

The simplest solution for helping local governments compensate for the lack of in-house expertise and experience drafting detailed planning documents is to utilize the expertise of planning departments and agencies in other jurisdictions that have grappled with these issues already. The most prominent example of these shared resources is form-based codes, which a number of jurisdictions in California employ to expedite the planning process. Pre-approved state agency modeling formulas for traffic, greenhouse gas emissions, and other environmental impact analyses can also help local governments assess highly-technical impacts. Finally, undergoing environmental review at a programmatic level, rather than project-by-project, can relieve some of the burden on individual projects that local governments permit by allowing them to incorporate high-level environmental review into their project analysis. Data from Sustainable Communities Strategies, as discussed above, can also streamline general plan review.

Form-Based Codes

Local Governments should utilize form-based codes for sustainable development

A number of local governments, such as the cities of Ventura and Hercules, utilize form-based codes. Form-based codes are planning documents that shape the design of communities through general formula requirements instead of regulating land use through parcel-specific numerical restrictions on the type of uses that are allowed. For example, a form-based code would specify the relationship between building facades and the street and the scale and types of streets and blocks, rather than dictating site-specific parameters for categories such as dwellings per acre and parking ratios. They can also contain architectural, landscaping, and signage standards. These codes carry the force of law.

“Form-based codes draw upon the legacy of well-built places. Yes, there is a tension with flexibility, but the upside is that there is no mystery, no lengthy dysfunctional entitlement process.”

-- Rick Cole
City of Ventura
Form-based codes have proven successful in expediting the planning process and encouraging mixed-use communities rather than segregated uses that are typical of auto-oriented development. They also are more accessible to the public because they rely less on technical formulas and more on outcome-based standards for future development.

**Sustainable development advocates and builders should promote form-based codes and best practices to local governments**

Advocates for sustainable development should select the best examples of planning and outreach and promote those examples to other jurisdictions. Many local government planners may not realize these models and best practices exist, or may not have the time or resources to research them. Sustainable development builders can also assist by informing policy-makers about the feasibility of various plans from a market and technical perspective.

**Regional entities and universities can use Sustainable Communities Strategy data and techniques to assist local government planning efforts**

As MPOs and university partners develop the technical resources to draft Sustainable Community Strategies, they should share data and modeling technologies with local governments. This data will help local government perform the required environmental review of their planning documents. In addition, universities and other research institutions can develop clearinghouse websites that contain the latest research and technical assistance for local governments.

**Programmatic Environmental Review**

State officials should encourage local planners and developers to “tier” off environmental review conducted at the programmatic level to avoid costly and duplicative analysis. The tiering/streamlining CEQA provisions discussed above have unfortunately been underutilized by local governments, perhaps due to lack of funding for programmatic planning (while developers will pay for project-specific review) or because of fear of litigation over the tiering. The new CEQA regulations, however, may create an opportunity for programmatic greenhouse gas emission reduction plans by encouraging local governments to draft sustainability plans that address issues of sustainable development in order to meet emissions reduction targets. Local governments may apply for the financing options discussed above to conduct this planning.

The state should provide guidance to local government on how to develop legally-defensible programmatic greenhouse gas emissions reduction plans. Many developers (and their attorneys) counsel against tiering and instead recommend a full-blown environment review process, out of concern that the tiering will be challenged in court anyway and result in an adverse decision for the developer. To combat this perceived risk of litigation associated with tiering, the state should provide template plans, perhaps in the form of a model greenhouse gas emissions reduction plan, that local governments can easily adopt. A state-backed template may give local governments more confidence to adopt it and may be afforded deference by the courts in litigation. The result would be improved and expanded programmatic planning that would create a more predictable and fair system for developers and an easier permitting process for sustainable projects. Developers of sustainable projects could avoid potentially contentious review of traffic and parking impacts, which would be averted due to prior review at the programmatic level.
The state government could also offer training for local planners, using the Peace Officers Standards and Training (POST) program. POST sets statewide standards for police officers and offers training courses to help local governments meet those standards. POST has become a national model for improving professional standards in law enforcement. California could pioneer a similar program for local government planners to ensure that they have access to the best information and resources.

**Conclusion: California’s Future**

The passage of SB 375 presents local governments with opportunities to re-conceptualize future growth. Public outreach for regional visioning under SB 375 has the potential to engage local citizens in planning for the future of the state like few other endeavors. And as Californians cope with the limits of the state’s resources, revitalizing neighborhoods to make them more walkable and vibrant promises not only a better environment but a better quality of life for many segments of the population. A coordinated effort to mobilize the public will benefit local governments, regional entities, and citizens themselves who have the opportunity to live in communities with less traffic, more open space, and less pollution. Local governments should seize the momentum created by the market shift and new state policies to engage the public in developing a new vision for how Californians will live, work, and play in the coming century.
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